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ABSTRACT
The use of Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) to monitor and de-

tect cybersecurity threats is gaining popularity among Cyberse-

curity Emergency or Incident Response Teams (CERTs/CSIRTs).

They increasingly use semi-automated OSINT approaches when

monitoring cyber threats for public infrastructure services and in-

cident response. Most of the systems use publicly available data,

often focusing on social media due to timely data for situational

assessment. As indirect and affected stakeholders, the acceptance of

OSINT systems by users, as well as the conditions which influence

the acceptance, are relevant for the development of OSINT sys-

tems for cybersecurity. Therefore, as part of the ethical and social

technology assessment, we conducted a survey (N=1,093), in which

we asked participants about their acceptance of OSINT systems,

their perceived need for open source surveillance, as well as their

privacy behavior and concerns. Further, we tested if the awareness

of OSINT is an interactive factor that affects other factors. Our

results indicate that cyber threat perception and the perceived need

for OSINT are positively related to acceptance, while privacy con-

cerns are negatively related. The awareness of OSINT, however, has

only shown effects on people with higher privacy concerns. Here,

particularly high OSINT awareness and limited privacy concerns

were associated with higher OSINT acceptance. Lastly, we provide

implications for further research and the use of OSINT systems

for cybersecurity by authorities. As OSINT is a framework rather

than a single technology, approaches can be selected and combined

to adhere to data minimization and anonymization as well as to

leverage improvements in privacy-preserving computation and ma-

chine learning innovations. Regarding the use of OSINT, the results

suggest to favor approaches that provide transparency to users

regarding the use of the systems and the data they gather.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) is considered to be one of the

most promising approaches to fight crime and corruption. It is a

framework that consists of using publicly available data that is col-

lected, processed, and correlated to provide timely information, e.g.

for cyber situational awareness [40], or for investigative research

and journalist teams, like Bellingcat. OSINT has also been used

and has been specialized to detect cyber crime and cyber threats

worldwide, using a semi-automated process [38]. When social me-

dia data is used exclusively, OSINT is referred to as Social Media

Intelligence (SOCMINT).

The monitoring and crisis management by emergency services

has been studied in the field of crisis informatics [44, 45]. The

approach aims to use public data to gain situational awareness

and provide effective incident prevention and response to improve

public security in crisis situations. In the case of cybersecurity, (gov-

ernmental) Computer Emergency Response Teams (CERTs), also

known as Computer Security Incidents Response Teams (CSIRTs),

have been adapting this approach from other emergency services

and government agencies [48]. CERT members collect information

on potential cyber threats from different public sources like Twitter,

vulnerability databases and software vendor websites to gain sit-

uational awareness. This process is increasingly (semi)automated

[26].

With growing numbers of cyber threats, OSINT has become an

increasingly important approach, as more data is available, which

can be used for early risk prevention. As OSINT approaches to

detect cyber threats mostly use social media data [38, 49], many

ethical and social questions arise at the complex intersection of

privacy and security. In a systematic study of OSINT systems for

cybersecurity, Riebe et al. [46] have found that in 73 OSINT systems,

only 11 discussed ethical and social implications, such as privacy

impact. Therefore, the principles of "privacy by design," such as

data minimization, must first be applied when using such tools to

collect and analyze any individual’s data.

Such OSINT systems can be used to detect novel threats or to

identify and profile individuals or groups. Profiling in the case of

targeted advertising can have dramatically different consequences

than profiling conducted by governments, law enforcement or emer-

gency services. Studies have shown, that citizens express the want

or need for government agencies to perform democratically le-

gitimized forms of “surveillance-oriented security technologies”
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(SOSTs) to ensure protection from harm [12]. The kind of and the

extent to which online surveillance is considered appropriate has

been studied with regard to culture [13], trust in the government

[28, 52], and fear of terrorism and crime [18, 55], as well as in

relation to specific technologies, such as private communication,

financial data, and camera use in public spaces [54, 58]. However,

the acceptance of SOSTs is not static and can change due to tech-

nological or contextual events.

The effects of surveillance on people are described by Lyon’s

work on the surveillance society [32] and by Haggerty and Ericson

[20] as the creation of data doubles that can be monitored. With

more and more areas being represented digitally, the rhizomatic

spread of surveillance into all spheres of daily life has shifted secu-

rity and privacy norms [27]. On the one hand, people are aware of

their privacy and advocate for privacy enhancement; on the other

hand, they view surveillance as a necessary method to prevent

harm, manage human-made or natural disasters or respond to in-

cidents affecting public infrastructure. Due to this ambiguity in

privacy concerns, the study of ethical, legal, and social implications

(ELSI) has become increasingly relevant.

While this study focuses on the case of OSINT for cybersecurity

for German governmental CERTs in particular, the ethical implica-

tions transcend this case and can therefore be used for other OSINT

systems which are used for the public security. Focusing on these

implications supports the development of technologies that antic-

ipate the complex and non-binary nature of privacy and security

regarding surveillance technologies [55]. Therefore, participatory

approaches, such as ELSI-co design [30] and value-sensitive design

(VSD) [17], offer research frameworks that include indirect and

direct stakeholder perspectives in the design and development of

technologies. Thus, this study aims at understanding the factors

associated with the acceptance of OSINT systems for cybersecurity

contexts to inform the design of these systems.

Therefore, this study’s leading research question asks: How do
people evaluate the use of OSINT for cybersecurity by gov-
ernmental organizations and which factors are associated
with the acceptance of OSINT?

Our results indicate that cyber threat perception and the per-

ceived need for OSINT are positively correlated to acceptance, while

privacy concerns show a negative correlation. The awareness of

OSINT as an interactive factor only affects the association between

privacy concerns and OSINT acceptance. Privacy behavior shows

no correlation with OSINT acceptance, which shows that additional

research needs to be done on contextual factors for privacy-decision

making and data disclosure.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses related

studies on surveillance technologies, factors for their acceptance

and privacy-preserving technologies and behavior. In section 3, the

design andmethodology of the representative survey of the German

population as well as the construction of the concepts are explained.

Afterwards, section 4 presents the results of the descriptive and

statistical analysis. Section 5 discusses the results regarding the state

of research and section 6 provides a comprehensive conclusion.

2 RELATEDWORK
The related work section introduces the discourse on the acceptance

of surveillance technologies (2.1) as well as on privacy concerns and

behaviors regarding the use of OSINT for cybersecurity (2.2). The

subsections introduce the concepts used in the study to answer the

research question, on which basis, the hypotheses are developed

(2.3).

2.1 Acceptance of Surveillance Technologies
Surveillance technologies, such as OSINT, have been researched

in the context of public security to monitor terrorists and criminal

groups. Their capability to monitor the public on a large scale, as

well as existing cases thereof have also been researched [10, 39].

Surveillance can be defined as the systematic monitoring of indi-

viduals or groups for a given purpose [32, 52]. In the case of OSINT

for cybersecurity, there are two kinds of systems: Cyber Threat

Intelligence (CTI), which focuses on the detection and analysis of

cyber threats, and risk mitigation systems, which work towards

identifying actors and groups [46].

The legitimacy of SOSTs depends on the acceptance and the pub-

lic approval [52]. Many scholars agree that the perception of threats

is associated with the acceptance of the use of surveillance technolo-

gies [18, 52]. In this context, threat perception is conceptualized

as the fear of crime or terror. For example, In their representative

telephone survey with 2.176 participants, Trüdinger and Stecker-

meier [52] investigated how information is associated with trust

in different institutions (legislative, executive, and judicature) and

how this might affect the acceptance of surveillance technologies.

They concluded that among other factors, threat perception and the

perception of surveillance measures’ effectiveness correlate with

the acceptance of the same category. On the other side, the protec-

tion against these threats is also used to legitimize the application

of surveillance technologies [5].

Furnham and Swami‘s [18] study shows that attitudes towards

the government and public authorities are associated with the ac-

ceptance of surveillance measures. They developed a scale of 25

items to test attitudes towards surveillance based on personality

traits and punitive attitudes, such as the threat perception and the

attitude towards authorities. They have further shown that "demo-

graphic and personality factors were weakly related to attitudes to

surveillance while general attitudes to authority were the strongest

predictor" [18].

The prerequisites for the acceptance of surveillance measures

can also be linked to various threats, which the COVID-19 pandemic

has shown. For example, Ioannou and Tyssyaduah [23] studied the

acceptance of surveillance and privacy protection behaviors during

the global health crisis in the US. In accordance with Trüdinger

and Steckermeier [52], they found that trust in the government and

the need for proactive surveillance are positively associated with

acceptance.

Threat perception and attitudes towards the government and au-

thorities are also associated with the perceived need for surveillance

measures. People with a higher threat perception are more likely

to support government surveillance technologies [23, 52]. Trust in

authorities is positively correlated to the increased acceptance of

surveillance measures [18, 52]. Therefore, people who perceive the
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need for surveillance technologies and trust their government are

more inclined to accept and support measures on this issue [12]. As

norms and threat perceptions change, Wilton [57] argues, that there

is a shift of the threat perception from a focus on predominantly

commercial threats "to a recognition that government activities,

in the sphere of intelligence and national security, also give rise

to significant privacy risk". Thus, people might perceive threats

different with regard to their culture or experiences [12, 13, 57]. As

a result, people might not perceive OSINT as the best approach to

deter crime or monitor cyber threats. Therefore, we developed a

construct consisting of items that measure both aspects of threat

perception, namely, acceptance and perceived need.

Like Furnham and Swami [18], many scholars agree that the

perception of threats is associated with the acceptance of the use of

surveillance technologies [18, 23, 52]. People with a higher threat

perception are more likely to support government surveillance tech-

nologies. Therefore, people who perceive the need for surveillance

technologies are also more inclined to accept them [12]. However,

this does not imply that people are willing to share any kind of

information in any situation. The context of a threat (like terrorism

or a natural disaster) is associated with the information people are

willing to provide to an organization [1]: "The more intimate the

type of information, the lower the approval of the subjects. Tele-

phone numbers, addresses and location information belong to the

data that is not considered critically intimate and would be commu-

nicated by a large portion of subjects." Therefore, as the public data

and the use cases of OSINT in emergency response and monitoring

increases, studies are needed that focus on the context factors for

acceptance of OSINT regarding specific data and information, as

well as the machine learning-driven algorithms for analysis.

2.2 Privacy Impact of OSINT
Privacy considerations are relevant to the development of OSINT

systems, as they gather publicly available data, mostly from social

media platforms. Privacy is a well-researched term, which has been

explored by psychologists, sociologists as well as computer science,

information systems and management research [7, 12, 13, 29, 50].

Privacy has been defined by Westin [56] as the right to control, edit,

manage, and delete information about one-self and to decide when,

how, and to what extent information is communicated to others.

Due to the rise of digital communication, privacy research has

gained more interest and has been operationalized as privacy con-

cerns, meaning "the anticipation of future possible loss of privacy"

[13]. As research on privacy concerns has been conducted focus-

ing on a variety of contexts, like online shopping, online social

networks and IoT, our approach focuses on the context of online

social media, in which people deliberately share personal and other

information. Social theory and behavioral research have studied

reasons why people take part in social media, such as benefits of

participation, profiling and social connection [9]. Debatin et al. [9]

found the reasons for self-disclosure to be "(a) the need for diversion

and entertainment, (b) the need for social relationships, and (c) the

need for identity construction".

Privacy concerns and their explanations have been studiedmostly

regarding commercial contexts [6, 50]
1
, and only a small number

of studies have addressed governmental surveillance and monitor-

ing [12, 23, 28, 52]. In their study on privacy concerns and their

effects on the acceptance of surveillance in Australia, Kininmonth

et al. [28] tested several factors associated with the acceptance of

surveillance technologies. In particular, they examined the privacy

concerns and practices, the concerns regarding secondary use of

data, the perceived need for surveillance, the trust in the govern-

ment, as well as the trust in data management and protection. They

found that privacy concerns have a significant influence on the

acceptance of surveillance technologies.

The relation between privacy concerns and the need for surveil-

lance was studied by Dinev et al. [12]. They found that people who

have privacy concerns would not perceive surveillance as necessary,

and are less likely to disclose personal information. However, they

also noted that "surveillance technology is being adopted and used

faster than public awareness of it and is outpacing the public debate"

while people are willing to give information to fight terrorism. Fur-

ther, they added that this is also a result of "the nature of the search

for a balance between security and privacy within the context of

the continuous flow of information technology advancements and

their implementation in private and public institutions." The pace of

technological and political change on surveillance measures makes

longitudinal studies necessary.

Such a longitudinal study has been conducted by Wester and

Giesecke [55]. They investigated the attitudes towards privacy and

surveillance and their change over time. In this context, they found

that the risk perception of surveillance has decreased while the

call for transparency has increased “dramatically” between 2009

and 2017, concluding that “this suggests that citizens not only

make distinctions between different technologies, but also what

actor is collecting and analyzing the data. Discussions about trust,

transparency and accountability should then be held in relation to

the different owners – and perhaps the relation between them.” This

again strengthens the need for context-focused research, which

also takes data-gathering institutions into account.

As privacy concerns are the anticipation of possible future pri-

vacy violations and/or the loss thereof, the risk perception of certain

technologies helps to better understand user behavior. In their study,

Gerber et al. [19] conducted an online survey with 942 participants

on the risk perception of social networks, smart home and smart

health devices. They found that participants perceived abstract

risks to be more likely but moderately severe, while specific risks

were perceived as moderately likely and more severe. Additionally,

people did not seem to be aware of specific privacy risks in abstract

scenarios, illustrated by standard disclaimers like "your data are

collected and analyzed". As a result, the authors call for measures

that raise people’s awareness about what is collected and analyzed

and how information can be used or even abused.

Actual privacy behaviors in contrast to privacy concerns have

been the subject matter of many studies, leading to the discourse on

the privacy paradox [2, 29], which assumes a disconnect between

desired privacy and potentially contradicting behavior. However,

1
For a systematic overview on privacy behaviors and concerns see the meta study by

Kokolakis [29].
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other studies have questioned the privacy paradox and its resulting

claims. This means, that observed behavior does not necessarily

contradict privacy claims. For example, the privacy calculus suggest

that all behaviors protecting one’s privacy follow a rational choice

in which giving up privacy can be rewarded [11]. Another branch

of research has focused on privacy socialisation and the effects

of groups and activism, especially as social media platforms have

become relevant to political activists [33]. Therefore, people actively

avoid surveillance as an expression of shifting privacy norms and

question the legitimacy of government surveillance or individual

measures [25].

In their study on the development of measures for privacy con-

cerns and behavior during online shopping, Buchanan et al. [6] have

found two separate factors that build the foundation to behavior

aimed at protecting privacy. For the two factors, the general cau-

tion and common sense needs to be distinct from the "sophisticated

use of hardware and software", which requires a more specialized

knowledge and technical training for the actual protection.

Looking at the OSINT systems which were developed for cyber-

security purposes in a systematic study, Riebe et al. [46] identified

73 systems, from which 11 discussed ELSI implications. Especially

when systems aim at focusing on particular actors, this could in-

clude the profiling of individuals [14]. Thus, privacy and legal im-

plications must be assessed for systems which aim at profiling as

well as detecting insider threats. However, systems which focus

less on individuals and more on cyber threat intelligence (CTI) to

detect and analyze threat early, can also impact privacy. First, the

use of online social networks [49] and second the processing and

analysis of data are relevant for privacy implications [42]. In this

context, the trade-off between data protection requirements and

the demand for forensic investigators are discussed by Nisioti et al.

[35].

2.3 Research Gap and Hypotheses
Development

The research on surveillance has focused on different application

areas, such as camera surveillance in public spaces [54], and on-

line surveillance [28], as well as causes of legitimization, such as

fighting crime, terrorism but also public health monitoring [23, 24].

Thus, surveillance has been studied regarding its factors associated

with acceptance as well as concerning different scenarios. The im-

portance of the scenario, the surveillance actors and their use of

information has been identified [1, 28, 52, 55]. Thus, for the use

of OSINT in cybersecurity, these factors and scenarios need to be

researched.

While OSINT systems can also be useful in the early detection

and monitoring of cyber threats and incident communication, they,

like other SOSTs, can create uncertainty [32]. Therefore, to under-

stand the attitudes towards OSINT in the case of cybersecurity, we

conducted a representative survey among the German population

asking about the aforementioned constructs and how they relate to

the acceptance of OSINT (see Table 1).

In the following, the research question is further operationalized

in hypotheses. Furnham and Swami [18], Ioannou and Tyssyaduah

[23], and Trüdinger and Steckermeier [52] have shown, that the

level of threat perception is associated with the level of acceptance

of surveillance measures. Threat perception is defined as the par-

ticipant’s fear of crime, terrorism, and of being harmed (see Table

1). As OSINT is a group of surveillance technologies, we derive the

first hypothesis based on their research:

H1: People with a higher cyber threat perception are inclined to

be more accepting of OSINT.

However, the perception of a threat might not necessarily mean

that people would perceive the use of surveillance technology as

the preferred approach to detect and to deter criminals and terrorist,

or as the preferred measure of ones protection against these threats

[12, 28]. Therefore, we asked participants for their perceived need

of OSINT separately. This concept has been studied by Kinimonth

et al. [28] and Dinev et al. [12]. Following their work, we defined

the perceived need for OSINT as the perception that government

surveillance is necessary to protect citizens (see Table 1). The con-

cept is also used by Ioannou and Tyssyaduah [23] in the case of

surveillance during the COVID-19 pandemic. Thus, the second hy-

pothesis assumes a positive association between both concepts:

H2: People who think there is an overall need for OSINT are in-

clined to be more accepting of OSINT.

Privacy concerns, defined as the anticipation of a future possible

loss of privacy (see Table 1, [13]), have also been negatively associ-

ated with the acceptance of surveillance in related studies, such as

by Kinimonth et al. [28] and Dinev et al. [12]. They have shown,

that people with higher privacy concerns are less likely to accept

surveillance. Thus, regarding the use of OSINT for cybersecurity,

we expect a negative correlation between privacy concerns and the

acceptance of OSINT:

H3: People with greater privacy concerns are inclined to be less

accepting of OSINT.

Privacy research has intensively studied how privacy concerns

are related to privacy behavior [2, 11], and has found their asso-

ciation to be complex, with potentially divergent behavior [29].

Therefore, we separately investigate privacy behavior as the pro-

tective behavior to protect one’s privacy (see Table 1). Because

stronger privacy behavior can, to a certain degree, be viewed as

a manifestation of higher privacy concerns, we assume that it is

negatively correlated with OSINT acceptance:

H4: People with stronger privacy behavior are inclined to be less

accepting of OSINT.

In their study on the acceptance of surveillance policy, Trüdinger

and Steckermeier [52] research the effect of awareness of surveil-

lance policies on the trust and acceptance of these policies. They

use the concept of awareness, as an individual’s knowledge on the

existence and use of surveillance (see Table 1) is as an interactive

factor. This is especially interesting for OSINT, as the gathering and

analysis of public data online are not observable for the individual

and the effects are rather abstract for people, which might affect

their evaluation of the policies and measures [19]. However, in

their study on the effects of the Snowden revelation on the public’s

opinion, Valentino et al. [53] show that awareness is not associated

with the rejection of SOSTs. Thus, following Trüdinger and Steck-

ermeier [52], we formulated a more exploratory hypothesis using

awareness of OSINT as an interactive factor:

H5: The level of awareness of OSINT changes the associations be-

tween cyber threat perceptions, privacy concerns, privacy behavior,

as well as perceived need for OSINT and OSINT acceptance.
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Table 1: Constructs used in the survey

Construct Definition Source

OSINT Accep-

tance

Acceptance of a range of

surveillance activities

[23, 28, 52]

Threat Percep-

tion

Fear of crime, terrorism, and

of being harmed

[12, 28, 52]

Perceived

Need for

OSINT

Perception that government

surveillance is necessary for

the protection of citizens

[12, 23, 28]

Privacy Con-

cerns

Anticipation of future possi-

ble privacy violation and/or

the loss thereof

[12, 23, 28]

Privacy

Behavior

Protective behaviors enacted

to preserve online privacy

[6, 28, 29]

OSINT Aware-

ness

Knowledge on the existence

and use of OSINT

[19, 52, 53]

3 RESEARCH DESIGN
In this section, the research design is presented, including the design

of the survey as a representative study (3.1). This section further

introduces the questions posed in the questionnaire (3.2), as well as

the data collected and the criteria for the representative survey (3.3).

In section 3.4, the methodology for the data analysis is described

and section 3.5 presents the ethical consideration of the survey

design.

3.1 Survey Design
The survey was designed within the scope of a three-year research

project, which aims to develop novel strategies and technologies

for CERTs to analyze and communicate the security situation in

cyberspace. To design and refine the questionnaire, the process in-

cluded a review of published cybersecurity surveys and two work-

shops with four cybersecurity practitioners from German state

CERTs (team leader, incident manager, information security of-

ficer and public safety answering point employee) and four in-

terdisciplinary researchers (digital humanities, human-computer

interaction, IT security and political sciences). The first workshop

comprised these phases. First, we held a presentation (15 minutes)

to introduce the overall topic, the procedure for conducting a rep-

resentative survey, and the aim of this workshop to generate a

questionnaire. Examples of closed and open-ended questions were

also introduced. Second, we conducted a reflection phase (15 min-

utes) where, participants were instructed to note their ideas or

questions on a digital board. Third, the workshop ended with a pre-

sentation phase (30 minutes) during which participants presented

their ideas, which we subsequently arranged thematically on the

digital board. Based on this input, we created a preliminary version

of the questionnaire.

In the second workshop, we presented and discussed the prelim-

inary questionnaire by reviewing all questions individually. Par-

ticipants discussed and refined existing questions, generated new

ones, and reflected upon their thematic grouping or relevance for

the research project. Based on the workshops input, we created a

second draft of the questionnaire and distributed it via email to the

workshop participants for a final round of feedback and revision.

The final version of the questionnaire is summarized within the

next subsection.

3.2 Questionnaire
In its final version, the questionnaire comprised 20 closed questions.

First, we obtained consent for participation (Q1) and then asked

about demographic variables of age (Q2), gender (Q3), education

(Q4), region (Q5), and monthly income (Q6).

Second, we wanted to gain insights into how citizens assess the

current and future threat situation and possible protective measures

in cyberspace. Thus, the participants were asked about their usage

of internet devices (Q7), their general perception of cyber threats

(Q8), how familiar they were with institutions that contribute to

cybersecurity in Germany (Q9), how often they had been victims of

specific cyberattacks in the past five years (Q10), whom they would

ask for help in the event of a cyberattack (Q11), how they estimate

the risk of becoming a victim of a cyberattack in the next five years

(Q12) and how continuously they use security tools or measures

on personal devices (Q13).

Third, we intended to gain insights into what disadvantages and

advantages citizens see in the analysis of public data (OSINT) by

authorities, government, and companies. Accordingly, participants

were asked to evaluate statements regarding the prevalence, use,

and impact of OSINT (Q14), as well as OSINT activities by security

agencies (Q15). Finally, in a second part of the survey we posed

questions concerning citizens’ communication and information

needs and behaviors (Q18-20), whichwere not analyzed in this study

and had no halo-effect on the previous questions. The questionnaire

and the items can be found in Table 5 in section A.

Most questions were designed as five-point verbal rating scales

(VRS), with the exception of Q1 (binary consent), Q2 to Q6 (demo-

graphic variables), Q7 (four-point VRS), Q10 and Q12 (six-point

VRS), and Q18 (multiple choice with up to three items). However,

due to the broader scope of the research project, not all questions

were incorporated within the analysis of this specific study. The

use of a neutral midpoint option on a five-point rating scale is a

debated issue. On the one hand, a neutral midpoint enables the

accurate response for those with a truly neutral opinion, while the

omission could lead to a potentially arbitrary, forced choice. On the

other hand, the neutral option may be interpreted differently by

individuals and potentially misused as a simple and quick response

option (see [8, 34] for discussions on the use of a midpoint option).

We included a midpoint mainly to provide an option for those with

truly neutral opinions and thus reduce arbitrary choices.

3.3 Data Collection
We transmitted the questionnaire to GapFish who programmed

and hosted the online survey. After final quality checks and mutual

agreement, they invited participants from their panel to conduct

the survey in September 2021. The sample of N=1,093 participants

was selected to represent the German population in terms of age,

gender, education, income, and state (represented by ISO 3166-2

codes).
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• Age: 18-24 (8.9%), 25-34 (14.6%), 35-44 (15.0%), 45-54 (16.7%),
55-64 (18.2%), 65+ (26.5%)

• Gender: Female (50.2%), male (49.6%), diverse (0.1%), not

stated (0.1%)

• Education: Lower secondary education (28.5%), middle or

high school (55.3%), academic degree (16.3%)

• Income: <1,500€ (24.5%), 1,500€-2,600€ (30.8%), 2,600€-4,500€
(28.9%), >4,500€ (15.7%)

• State: DE-BB (2.6%), DE-BE (4.5%), DE-BW (13.4%), DE-BY

(15.9%), DE-HB (0.8%), DE-HE (7.6%), DE-HH (2.3%), DE-MV

(1.6%), DE-NI (9.7%), DE-NW (21.7%), DE-RP (4.9%), DE-SH

(3.6%), DE-SL (1.2%), DE-SN (4.9%), DE-ST (2.7%), DE-TH

(2.6%)

These criteria ensure that we can infer the German usage pat-

terns with minimal biases, avoiding selection biases inherent in

surveys, as a predominant bias includes favoring specific groups

based on specific criteria, e.g., based on occupation and/or avail-

ability.

3.4 Statistical Analysis
The analysis was conducted using the software tools Microsoft

Excel and RStudio Version 4.0.5. Answers with the rating of "no

response" were excluded as missing values from the subsequent

analysis. The sample was reduced by two participants because they

did not answer quality check questions correctly, such as requests

to mark a specific answering box. Initially, a descriptive analysis

with response distributions for separate items related to the accep-

tance of OSINT was conducted. For the statistical analysis, items

were combined with regard to their corresponding superordinate

construct. Since summed values of the Likert-Scores were used in

this course, the corresponding scales were treated as interval-scaled

for the subsequent statistical analysis. The reliability of the corre-

sponding scales was established based on the internal consistency

with Cronbach’s Alpha and also Omega (as a measure of congeneric

reliability [43]).

To analyze the hypothesized associations between cyber threat

perception, OSINT need, privacy concerns, privacy behavior, and

OSINT acceptance, a multiple linear regression was applied. In this

course, the former were used as predictors while the latter (OSINT

acceptance) represented the dependent variable in an ordinary least

squares (OLS) regression model. Several assumptions for running

multiple linear regression (linearity of associations, multicollinear-

ity, normality of residuals, homogeneity of residuals) were checked

and did not reveal any severe issues. The regression was conducted

twice. Whereas the first model represented independent effects, the

second, more exploratory model, represented interaction effects

with the factor OSINT awareness.

3.5 Ethics
The study was conducted in accordance with the requirements of

the local ethics committee at our university. These requirements

include, but are not limited to, avoiding unnecessary stress, exclud-

ing risk and harm, and anonymizing participants. In the study, the

demographic variables of age (Q2), gender (G3), education (Q4),

region (Q5), and monthly income (Q6) were collected. Particularly

sensitive data (e.g. ethnicity, religion, health data) was not collected.

Participants were not misled, but were transparently informed

about the study’s procedure and goals, and subsequently gave their

informed consent to participate. GapFish (Berlin), as the selected

panel provider, is ISO-certified and ensures panel quality, data qual-

ity, security, and survey quality through various (segmentation)

measurements for each survey within their panel of 500,000 active

participants.

4 RESULTS
In this section, the descriptive results focusing on the awareness

and acceptance of OSINT for cybersecurity are be presented in

the first subsection (4.1). In the second subsection 4.2, the factors

associated with the acceptance of OSINT are analyzed.

4.1 Descriptive Results
To understand the general and case-specific OSINT acceptance,
we asked participants about their agreement regarding seven ab-

stract and specific use cases for OSINT in cybersecurity. Scenarios

asked for the acceptance of the use cases and the use of artificial

intelligence algorithms for the analysis of data. Here, the analysis of

publicly available data by the police to pursue criminal activities has

the highest acceptance. However, the acceptance is lower when par-

ticipants were asked if they would agree that artificial intelligence

should be used to analyze publicly available data. Notably, they

expressed greater dissent to having information shared without

their knowledge, i.e. without their consent. However, the neutral

positions are among the largest groups among the participants (see

Figure 1). This could mean, that many participants had not yet

formed an opinion due to the lack of public discourse on this topic.

Overall, the combination of the six items shows a high internal

consistency for the construct with an alpha of 0.85 and omega of

0.89. The values for all constructs can be found in the appendix (see

Table 3).

To understand participants’ cyber threat perception, we asked
them to assess the likelihood of them, or society, or the information

infrastructure becoming a victim to a range twelve cyber threats

within the next five years (see Figure 8, in the Appendix). Regard-

ing infrastructure threats, malicious software was considered to

be the most likely threat in the next five years, while the threat

by distributed denial of service-attacks and advanced persistent

threat were perceived to be less likely, both with high numbers of

neutral participants. Regarding the individual threat perception,

participants perceived the following risks to be most likely: Spam

messages, spyware phishing and unauthorized access to personal

social media channels. Identity theft and social engineering to ob-

tain personal information were perceived as the least likely risks .

All 17 items show high internal consistency (alpha = 0.97, omega =

0.98).

We used three items to ask participants to evaluate the need
for OSINT for cybersecurity. There was a higher perceived need

and level of acceptance to use OSINT to prevent terrorism and

crimes, than for authorities to have more OSINT powers in general

see Figure 2). Participants responded similarly, when asked if the

use of OSINT would support preventing crime. However, it is also

interesting that all items show high rates of neutral positions. The
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Figure 1: Relative results in all items regarding the acceptance of OSINT.

consistency of the items as part of the construct is high with an

alpha of 0.84 and omega of 0.85.

Furthermore, we asked participants about their privacy con-
cerns regarding the use of OSINT for cybersecurity. For this pur-

pose, we used four items covering the effects of surveillance on

individuals and society, as well as its effects on privacy. Overall,

48% strongly disagreed or disagreed with the feeling of being con-

stantly watched and monitored. Interestingly, many participants

(49%) showed neutral positions towards the use of OSINT by govern-

ment agencies and the majority did not view OSINT as a violation

of their privacy online (see Figure 3). All items show a high internal

consistency (alpha = 0.83, omega = 0.84).

Concerning privacy behavior, participants answered seven

items on how often they used certain measures to protect their

privacy. With 38-52%, the percentage of people who had never used

any of the protective measures was high for all requested items.

However, a few differences in privacy behavior can be observed.

Among the different behaviors, measures such as covering the cam-

era lens of laptops and smartphones as well as the use of encrypted

messengers were much more common than the other measures

listed. These are followed by different forms of encryption, e.g.

for emails and files, as well as the use of VPN connections which

help to encrypt online traffic. The least used methods are the use

of anonymization services, e.g. proxy services, and meta search

engines that protect user data (see Figure 4) . Again, the items show

a high internal consistency (alpha = 0.84, omega = 0.87).

To research the OSINT awareness, participants were asked

to what extent they were aware of OSINT activities using public

and social media data. The three items asked participants for their

awareness of publicity, the gathering of such public data as well as

for actors conducting the OSINT activities. Seventy-two percent

of participants were aware that their shared information can be

analyzed by other actors online, but the use of OSINT was lesser-

known to participants (51%, see Figure 5). The internal consistency

of these items is also rather high with an alpha of 0.77 and omega

of 0.80.

4.2 Factors Associated with OSINT Acceptance
4.2.1 Main Effects. To assess themain hypotheses, amultiple linear

regression was applied to predict OSINT acceptance based on (H1)

cyber threat perception, (H2) need for OSINT, (H3) privacy concerns,

and (H4) privacy behavior. The overall regression equation was

found to be significant (F(4,1086) = 456, p < .001) with an R-squared

of .63. Thus, the regression model contained significant predictors

and the overall model explains around 63% of the variance observed

in the dependent variable OSINT acceptance (see Table 4 for an

overview of the regression results).

Of the hypothesized factors, privacy concerns (β= -.06, p < .001),

threat perception (β= .02, p < .001) and OSINT need (β= .63, p <

.001) significantly predicted OSINT acceptance, whereas privacy

behavior did not (β= .02, p < .145). Hence, the parameter estimates

indicated a positive relationship for all predictors except for privacy

concerns, which is in line with the hypotheses. Among the latter,

an increase in privacy concerns was associated with a decrease in

OSINT acceptance.

When comparing the relative size of the parameter estimates,

the strongest increase in OSINT acceptance was observed based

on perceived OSINT need. For an increase in self-reported OSINT
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Figure 2: Relative results in all items regarding the perceived need of OSINT.

Figure 3: Relative results in all items regarding the privacy concerns.

Figure 4: Relative results in all items regarding the privacy behavior.

need, OSINT acceptance increased by .63 points, which is at least

10 times higher than the change in OSINT acceptance based on

the other predictors (see Figure 6 for a graphical representation of

the relative size of the parameter estimates). This is theoretically

plausible, since OSINT need is more closely linked to potential

OSINT acceptance than to the other predictors.
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Figure 5: Relative results in all items regarding the awareness of OSINT.

OSINT Need*

Threat Perception*

Privacy Behavior

Privacy Concerns*

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6

Estimate

Figure 6: Coefficient estimates from multiple linear re-
gression (Significant predictors for OSINT acceptance are
marked with a *). The horizontal lines indicate the 95 % Con-
fidence Interval of the point estimates.

4.2.2 Effect of OSINT Awareness. A second, more exploratory re-

gression model was created to examine the extent (H5) to which

the awareness of OSINT technologies might affect the associations

between the previously analyzed factors. In this course, the same

model was established, except for one addition: OSINT awareness

was added as an interaction term for (H1) cyber threat perception,

(H2) need for OSINT, (H3) privacy concerns, and (H4) privacy behav-

ior. The objective was to evaluate whether significant interactions

exist that might provide additional information on the dynamics of

OSINT acceptance.

The resulting overall regression equation was found to be sig-

nificant (F(9,1081) = 224.4, p < .001) with an R-squared of .65. The

complete regression results can be found in Table 2. Through the

novel interaction term OSINT awareness, slight changes in the

original model became apparent. For example, the previously sig-

nificant predictor threat perception did not represent a significant

predictor anymore (β= .01, p = .89). Moreover, the interaction model

did not represent a superior explanatory model compared to the

initial model. The 2% increase in explained variance by the interac-

tion model can be considered rather negligible. Furthermore, the

interaction model was actually more exploratory from a theoretical

point of view. Here, the focus was on the interactions with OSINT

awareness, in particular. All but one interaction was found not to

significantly predict OSINT acceptance. The interaction of privacy

concerns and OSINT awareness was the one factor that signifi-

cantly predicted OSINT acceptance (β= -.06, p < .001). The pattern

of interaction can be seen in Figure 7. While OSINT acceptance

differed only slightly at best for high levels of privacy concerns,

OSINT acceptance was dependent on OSINT awareness for lower

levels of privacy concern. Higher OSINT awareness was associated

with higher OSINT acceptance, whereas lower OSINT awareness

was associated with lower OSINT acceptance. Thus, minor privacy

concerns and low OSINT awareness were associated with low OS-

INT acceptance, while minor privacy concerns and high OSINT

awareness accompanied higher OSINT acceptance.
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Figure 7: Interaction of Privacy Concerns and OSINT Aware-
ness

5 DISCUSSION
In this section, empirical results are discussed in relation to related

work in subsection 5.1. Afterwards, implications for the design and
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Table 2: Regression Model with Interaction

Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(> |t|)

(Intercept) 0.5775 0.2265 2.55 0.0109

Privacy Concerns 0.1406 0.0530 2.65 0.0081

Privacy Behavior -0.0246 0.0531 -0.46 0.6431

Threat Perception 0.0061 0.0436 0.14 0.8881

OSINT Need 0.6525 0.0499 13.06 0.0000

OSINT Awareness 0.2799 0.0603 4.64 0.0000

Privacy Concerns:

OSINT Awareness -0.0602 0.0133 -4.52 0.0000

Privacy Behavior:

OSINT Awareness 0.0103 0.0139 0.74 0.4600

Threat Perception:

OSINT Awareness 0.0091 0.0114 0.79 0.4275

OSINT Need:

OSINT Awareness -0.0138 0.0129 -1.07 0.2851

Residual standard error: 0.4324 on 1081 degrees of freedom

Multiple R-squared: 0.6513, Adjusted R-squared: 0.6484

F-statistic: 224.4 on 9 and 1081 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16

organizational factors for the use of OSINT in the context of cyber-

security are presented in subsection 5.2. Finally, the implications

and venture points for future work are discussed in subsection 5.3.

5.1 Factors Associated with the Acceptance of
OSINT for Cybersecurity

This study aims to answer the following research question: which

factors are associated with the acceptance of OSINT in the con-

text of cybersecurity? Surveillance of public data is increasingly

being applied in many areas, from public health policy [4], to the

protection against crime and terrorism [18, 28, 52].

The factors positively associated with the acceptance of OSINT

are cyber threat perception and the perceived need for OSINT. As

the threat perception has been studied, this finding is in accordance

with the literature [18, 28, 52]. However, most studies have focused

on the unspecific fears of crime and terrorism associatedwith higher

trust in authorities and the state [18]. We examined the specific

fear of cyber threats against the individual as well as infrastructure.

Similar to other areas of application in cybersecurity, one might

assume that the effective use of surveillance to prevent crime can

help to gain trust in authorities, should people be aware of this

measure [52].

However, people who had already trusted authorities were more

inclined to accept surveillance measures [18]. This might be also

the reason why some people believe in the need for surveillance

as a measure and are thus more inclined to accept surveillance

technologies. In our study, the perception that OSINT is needed has

been the strongest effect regarding the acceptance of surveillance,

which is not surprising.

The correlation between acceptance and privacy concerns is

negative, meaning that people with higher concerns tend to be less

accepting of surveillance (see Table 4). This hypothesis is supported

by related work [12, 25] and can be explained by the fact that

OSINT may pose risks to people’s privacy. In contrast to other

SOSTs, gathering public data on social media platforms is invisible

and poses abstract risks. Gerber et al. [19] have shown that people

estimate more abstract risks as less severe than specific ones.

Interestingly, our hypothesis on the effect of privacy behavior

was not supported by the analysis. This could be explained by the

so-called privacy paradox [2]. The privacy paradox has been con-

tested by research on the privacy calculus, which assumes a rational

choice in which people weigh the benefits against their privacy

concerns [11]. As our model has shown, privacy behavior is not

associated with the acceptance of OSINT, in contrast to the effect

of privacy concerns. Whether participants suffer from the paradox

or follow rational choice might also depend on their awareness

of actual surveillance. Kokolakis [29] has discussed the literature

on divergent privacy concerns and behavior, and identified five

different explanations for divergent concerns and behavior in the

literature: (a) privacy calculus theory, (b) social theory, (c) cogni-

tive biases and heuristics in decision-making, (d) decision-making

under bounded rationality and information asymmetry conditions,

and (e) quantum theory homomorphism. Most of the approaches

offer explanations for decision-making which take context factors

into account. However, among others, particular trade-offs, social

settings, as well as heuristics in decision-making and information

asymmetries within the process, have yet to be researched in detail

in our field of application.

According to social theory, which explains self-disclosure, Tad-

dicken [51] has shown that privacy concerns hardly impact self-

disclosure behavior. Nevertheless, there are factors which seem to

moderate the relation. As the majority of users disclose personal

information, the author found that there might be different degrees

of self-disclosure "with clearly defined communities where users

feel safe from privacy invasion". Therefore, as users might have

divergent privacy concerns regarding more or less public commu-

nities, the author concluded that it would be helpful for users to

know their audience.

In the final and exploratory hypothesis, we tested awareness as

an interactive factor. Our results show that awareness only changes

the dynamic of association between privacy concerns and OSINT

acceptance. Here, awareness showed the effect that lower aware-

ness and few privacy concerns were associated with lower rates of

acceptance, while higher awareness and fewer privacy concerns

were associated with higher acceptance. Thus, the results highlight

the importance of transparency and information about OSINT for

its acceptance by participants. This has been suggested by Wester

and Giesecke [55], who in a longitudinal study showed that the risk

perception of privacy loss decreased between 2009 and 2017, while

calls for transparency had increased “dramatically". They further

suggest "that citizens not only make distinctions between differ-

ent technologies, but also what actor is collecting and analyzing

the data. Discussions about trust, transparency, and accountabil-

ity should then be held in relation to the different owners – and

perhaps the relation between them." Thus, Wester and Giesecke

[55] are indicating the role of contextual factors, such as the actors

and technologies being used. Research on privacy behavior and its

motivations has shown how the role of context influences sharing

decisions [29] as well as how context can be conceptualized for the

technological design as "privacy in context" [36, 37]. Nissenbaum

has identified two norms for contextual integrity to be followed: the

norm of appropriateness and the norm of flow or distribution [36].
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Hence, a privacy violation would be when informational norms

are breached. For this, the parameters are information type, the

actors and transmission principles. On the other side, Nissenbaum’s

concept enables to the secondary use of data as long as the social

context of the self-disclosure is respected [37].

5.2 Implications for Design and Organization
As OSINT in cybersecurity draws insights from the fields of crisis

informatics [4, 44] as well as surveillance studies [39], the research

from similar cases can be used to derive implications for the design

of OSINT systems and their evaluation regarding the factors which

are associated with the acceptance of such systems. The discourse

on privacy and relevant context factors [36, 37] has shown that

the following aspects need further consideration: the kind of data

which is collected (1), the actors or organization gathering the data

(2) and the transmission principles and platforms which allow for

the data gathering (3).

The introduction of the General Data Protection Regulation

(GDPR) in the European Union has resulted in a shift in data gath-

ering and analysis by increasing users’ power over data processing,

retention periods, and use [31]. The GDRP has greatly influenced

the coverage of privacy topics in data protection, such as safe-

guarding user data "with the options to access and rectify their

information" [31]. In contrast to other organizations, authorities

can only collect data for a legitimate and legally approved reason

and have to comply with retention periods [47].

OSINT uses a variety of machine learning and deep learning

approaches for threat detection and analysis [38]. Thus, machine

learning research with greater attention to privacy is a promising

area, which helps to include privacy preserving requirements. In

particular, machine learning as a service raises privacy concerns,

while privacy-preserving computation techniques still demonstrate

a lack of "standard tools and programming interfaces, or lack of

integration with [deep learning] frameworks commonly used by

the data science community" [7].

Regarding the organizations using OSINT beyond the context of

cybersecurity, investigative journalistic organisations like Belling-

cat and OCCRP follow different interests than, e.g, organisations

from crisis management and law enforcement. Emergency services

are not allowed to collect personal data without a reasonable suspi-

cion. However, in crisis management, social media data can become

a useful tool for situational assessment. In this case, however, the

aim is not to collect personal data, but to complete the situational

assessment. Research in crisis informatics has shown [1] that the

tendency to share more personal data with emergency services

changes in crisis situations. Thus, OSINT systems can be used for

event detection and analysis, while profiling and analyzing per-

sonal data have higher legal barriers. However, this discourse will

continue, as questions of accountability and transparency have to

be discussed [15].

As many OSINT systems rely on social media platforms, they

face the challenge that social media platforms not only provide

information about individuals, but sometimes support the sharing

of information of third parties. This touches upon issues of inter-

dependent privacy [22, 41], in which a person shares information

about another individual.

Therefore, particularly in the context of sensitive cybersecurity

information, approaches that help to assess and manage risks from

privacy conflicts in collaborative data sharing need to be taken into

account for further research [21]. As Riebe et al. [46] have shown,

most OSINT systems for cyber security focus on detecting new

cyber threats, and might offer additional analysis for incident man-

agers. Concepts of contextual privacy could support this approach,

for example, as part of limited data gathering approaches.

Thus, when designing OSINT systems which work on the basis

of CTI, the following implications should be considered:

• OSINT systems should consider the types of data which

is gathered and how it can follow data minimization ap-

proaches. In changing threat situations, the gathering strat-

egy could be adopted, and thus could react to changed threat

perceptions which are associated with higher OSINT accep-

tance.

• The system should stay within the social context, which

could be achieved by using professional sources (vendors,

vulnerability and cybersecurity experts, ...), and could react

to larger threats by expanded beyond the context when the

need changes.

• Platforms should update their safeguards against dispropor-

tionate data collection and support data minimization.

• Individuals’ awareness could be raised by using participatory

design and maintenance methods.

The results of our study indicate that the awareness of OSINT in

combination with lower privacy concerns is a relevant factor associ-

ated with the acceptance of OSINT in cybersecurity. This supports

findings by Trüdinger and Steckermeier [52]. Therefore, authorities

and organizations planning to implement such OSINT systems need

to develop strategies to inform affected indirect stakeholders, as

well as to include them in the development and implementation

process [17, 30]. Research on risk assessment has shown that people

assess the severity and likelihood based on specific scenarios [19].

Discourses on social media analysis and emergency management

provide venture points for ethical impact assessment. Scholars have

argued not to follow a simple logic of "privacy v.s. security", but to

consider a wider field of arguments from digital ethics [4, 16]. Par-

ticipatory approaches, such as ELSI co-design and Value Sensitive

Design (VDS), can make use of the identification of factors which

are associated with the acceptance of OSINT systems in the context

of cybersecurity. Further, such approaches include civil society in

the design and implementation of security-oriented technologies

[30]. Participatory approaches could also aim to increase the knowl-

edge of non-experts regarding OSINT systems. This would help to

raise awareness on these systems.

5.3 Limitations and Future Work
Limitations to our study are presented in the following: As the sam-

ple is representative for the German population only, the results

are not directly transferable to other countries. Studies have shown

that factors like privacy concerns are associated with cultural social-

ization [13]. Therefore, the effect of the factors we have identified,

especially regarding cyber threat perception and privacy concerns,

may differ in other cultural contexts. Individualistic cultures, like
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the United States, might be an interesting and relevant case for fur-

ther studies on the acceptance of OSINT for cybersecurity. A direct

comparison of different cultures would be especially promising in

this context. Further, studies have shown, that people have varying

understandings of what they perceive as personal, private or even

intimate information [51], which was not part of the questionnaire

and should be investigated further. Similar, contextual factors [37]

and interdependent concepts of privacy [22] need to be studied in

greater detail.

Another limitation arrives due to the random sample of the rep-

resentative study. Many items scored high for "neutral" positions

among the participants. While this is to be expected for normally

distributed response patterns, this pattern was also evident for

asymmetric items. This might have been due to participants’ lack

of technology-specific expertise, as the development of OSINT sys-

tems has not been part of a broader public debate yet, and the

use of different technological approaches might not be known to

many participants. This also makes specific questions regarding

single technological approaches difficult and not feasible in the

study design. Thus, further studies need to take expert perspectives

into account, as well. We also did not control for affiliation and

familiarity with cyber security topics, which could have provided

an additional opportunity for analyzing differences between indi-

viduals with more and less expertise. However, this was not one

of our study’s primary goals - an occasional presence of a higher

level of expertise, as would be expected in a random sample, was

sufficient for our purpose.

With regard to the items, the issue of neutral responses could

also have been avoided by not offering a neutral option at all. The

usefulness and pitfalls of using such a category have already been

discussed in relevant, related literature (see [8, 34] for an overview).

One the one hand, we could have potentially gained more insights

by not providing such a neutral option. On the other hand – particu-

larly in light of the non-expert sample and potentially actual neutral

opinions – this would have introduced more noise into the data

by forcing arbitrary choices. Nonetheless, the issue of providing a

neutral midpoint should be considered in future studies. Regarding

the specific items assessing OSINT needs, it should be noted that

some of them were not ideally worded and represented compound

questions, which may have increased noise in the data. Lastly, the

study uses the data based on self-reported behavior. Thus, the actual

privacy behavior might differ from the data in this study.

6 CONCLUSION
The use of OSINT for cybersecurity is a growing research topic, and

the number of systems for cyber threat detection and analysis using

public online data is increasing [38, 49]. In areas of emergency and

crisis management, the surveillance of public data has increased,

not only since the COVID-19 pandemic [4, 23]. Research on factors

associated with the acceptance of such systems has studied the

use of surveillance technology to fight crime and terror, as well

as to support people during human-made and natural disasters.

Particularly in cybersecurity, new information on cyber threats

appears early on online social networks [3]. This is increasingly

being used by security operators and government authorities to

detect cyber threats early on.

As research on other areas of application has shown, the accep-

tance of surveillance and of specific measures depends on the con-

text of application, the measures themselves, the information about

the measures, and the implementing institutions. The acceptance

of OSINT for cybersecurity as a particular case of security-oriented

surveillance is an important piece in the puzzle. Thus, a represen-

tative study with 1,093 participants in Germany was conducted to

understand how people evaluate OSINT in the context of cyberse-

curity and which factors are associated with the acceptance thereof.

The results indicate that:

• Cyber threat perception and the perceived need for OSINT

are positively correlated to acceptance, while privacy con-

cerns show a negative correlation.

• The awareness of OSINT, however, has only affected the as-

sociation between privacy concerns and OSINT acceptance.

• Specifically, high OSINT awareness and minor privacy con-

cernswere associatedwith higher OSINT acceptance, whereas

low OSINT awareness and minor privacy concerns were as-

sociated with lower OSINT acceptance.

Implications for further research and the use of OSINT systems for

cybersecurity by authorities include conducting research on the im-

plementation of data minimization as a design principle, as well as

the association of contextual factors for acceptance, such as the data

types and scenarios for situational adaption of gathering strategies.

Such approaches should additionally make use of improvements

in privacy-preserving computation and machine learning innova-

tions. In terms of OSINT use, we support approaches that provide

transparency to people regarding the use of the systems and the

data they gather, analyse and retention periods.
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A APPENDIX
Table 3 shows the internal reliability of the constructs, while Table

4 presents the regression model. The questionnaire and its items

are displayed in detail in Table 5. Figure 8 shows the relative results

of all items regarding the participants’ threat perception.

Table 3: Reliability of the constructs

Construct Reliability

(Alpha, Omega)

OSINT Acceptance .85, .89

OSINT Awareness .76, .85

Threat Perception .97, .98

Perceived Need for OSINT .84, .85

Privacy Concerns .83, .84

Privacy Behavior .84, .87

Table 4: Regression Model

Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(> |t|)

Intercept 1.3783 0.0759 18.16 0.0000

Privacy Concerns -0.0624 0.0156 -4.00 0.0001

Privacy Behavior 0.0205 0.0141 1.46 0.1445

Threat Perception 0.0497 0.0111 4.46 0.0000

OSINT Need 0.6323 0.0156 40.46 0.0000

Residual standard error: 0.4464 on 1086 degrees of freedom

Multiple R-squared: 0.6268, Adjusted R-squared: 0.6254

F-statistic: 456 on 4 and 1086 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16
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Table 5: Questionnaire

Construct Item

Acceptance of OSINT: How
would you evaluate the follow-

ing statements about OSINT ac-

tivities by security agencies?

1 Strongly disagree; 2 Disagree; 3 Neutral; 4 Agree; 5 Strongly agree

• The automated collection and analysis of publicly available information from the Internet to increase public

safety is not a problem for me.

• Artificial intelligence should also be used for efficient analysis of publicly available information from the

Internet.

• Agencies should use OSINT technologies to automate the generation of alerts about security threats (e.g., in

cyberspace) based on public information from the Internet.

• Government use of OSINT technologies to automate the collection and analysis of cyber threat and vulnera-

bility information would help increase cybersecurity.

• Prediction of future security-related events (e.g., hacking attacks or crimes) based on publicly available

information from the Internet as part of crime or harm prevention would be welcome.

• Publicly accessible information from the Internet should be automatically analyzed by the police for the

purpose of investigating and prosecuting criminal offenses (e.g., to preserve evidence or identify criminal

networks).

• Civilian rescue and relief organizations (e.g., fire departments, THW, Red Cross) should use automated OSINT

technologies to improve coordination of responders and volunteers in large-scale emergencies (e.g., floods).

Awareness of OSINT: How

much do you agree with the

following statements about the

prevalence, use and impact of

OSINT?

1 Strongly disagree; 2 Disagree; 3 Neutral; 4 Agree; 5 Strongly Agree

• I know that publicly available data may be collected as part of OSINT.

• I understand that publicly available data is processed by various agencies, governments, and companies as

part of OSINT activities.

• I am aware that some of the information I publish on the Internet is publicly viewable and therefore usable

by anyone.

Percived Need for OSINT:
Howwould you evaluate the fol-

lowing statements about OSINT

activities by security agencies?

1 Strongly disagree; 2 Disagree; 3 Neutral; 4 Agree; 5 Strongly agree

• The collection and analysis of data as part of OSINT helps protect society from threats such as crime,

cyberattacks, or terrorism.

• The analysis of public user data and posts increases public safety, as security authorities can intervene before

a crime is committed.

• Security agencies need broader powers to use OSINT technologies for automated collection and analysis of

publicly available data on the Internet.

Threat Perception: How high

do you estimate the risk of be-

coming a victim of one of the

following types of cyberattacks

in the next five years?

1 I cannot judge; 2 Very low; 3 Rather low; 4 Average; 5 Rather high; 6 Very high

a) Threats to infrastructure •Malicious software such as viruses or worms

• No access to online services due to a cyber attack (DDoS attack)

• Theft of computing power, for example through cryptomining

• Ongoing complex, targeted and effective attack against IT infrastructures (Advanced Persistent Threats)
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Construct Item

b) Threats against oneself / per-

sonal data

• Unsolicited, mass delivery of messages (spam)

• Exclusion, insult, spreading of rumors or sexual harassment on the Internet (cyberbullying)

• Threatening or stalking on the Internet (cyberstalking)

• A person steals your personal information and pretends to be you (identity theft)

•Malicious payment request to regain control over their data or device (ransomware or extortion software).

• Loss of money or goods due to online shopping fraud

•Malware that coerces me into buying security software (scareware)

• Software that spies on me in the background (spyware)

• Spying on or stealing confidential data (phishing)

• Unwanted publication of private data on the Internet (doxing)

• Disclosure of confidential information through manipulation (social engineering)

• Unauthorized third-party access to an online or social media account

PrivacyConcerns: Howmuch

do you agree with the follow-

ing statements about the preva-

lence, use, and impact of OS-

INT?

1 Strongly disagree; 2 Disagree; 3 Neutral; 4 Agree; 5 Strongly agree

• Government use of OSINT in Germany severely limits our social and political freedoms.

• I sometimes feel like I’m being watched or monitored all the time.

• OSINT data collection violates my right to privacy.

• Surveillance in a society makes people feel weak and powerless.

Privacy Behavior: How con-

tinuously do you use the follow-

ing security programs or secu-

rity measures on your personal

devices (computer, smartphone,

etc.) to be protected against cy-

ber threats?

1 I do not know; 2 Never; 3 Once; 4 Rarely; 5 Occasionally; 6 Often

• Encrypted messenger apps (e.g. Signal)

• Encryption software for files and hard disks

• Encryption software for e-mail (e.g. PGP)

• Anonymization services (e.g. proxy server, Tor browser)

• VPN connections for encryption of data traffic

• Covering the camera lens of smartphones or webcams

•Metasearch engines that do not store user data
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Figure 8: Relative results in all items regrading participants’ threat perception.
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